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1.0 Executive Summary
Scottish Gymnastics has embarked on an exciting journey with a 12-year
strategy (2015-2027) centred on which will see the growth of ‘a strong
Scottish Gymnastics, inspiring and nurturing emerging talent’ with the
theme of world class taking front and centre. The strategy has four interconnected core areas of clubs, people, gymnasts and corporate.
Performance gymnastics is a key priority within the gymnasts’ pillar of our
12-year strategy.
The performance plan for 2019-2023 sets out the framework to achieve the
strategic objectives set out in this document with a clear focus on
developing a world-class system in Scotland across the gymnastics
disciplines. All the elements of this plan support the goal of long-term
success for our athletes as outlined in our 2015-2027 strategic plan.
The overall plan applies across the eight performance disciplines Scottish
Gymnastics supports and recognises; over the next cycle, there will be a discipline
specific approach to each area within the plan based on the individual discipline’s
development needs and performance readiness. Scottish Gymnastics
performance department will work in partnership with the technical expertise,
clubs and coaches in the sport to identify the approach for each individual
discipline over the next four-year period.
Our performance plan focusses on a
philosophy of an athlete-focussed,
coach-led,
performance-driven
approach
to
performance
development whereby there is focus
and commitment to the longer-term
aspiration
of
world-class
performance from athletes, coaches
and performance staff.
Underpinning the delivery of the plan
is ensuring authentic leadership is
demonstrated through an optimal
staffing infrastructure which builds
upon
the
strong
governance
platform already in place. We are
focussed on ensuring Scottish
Gymnastics develops and maintains
a
high-performance
culture
throughout the organisation and
within our performance and pathway
activities.
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2.0 Performance Infrastructure
2.1 Performance plan (2019-2023)
Within our 12-year strategic plan (2015-2027) there are four key pillars of
development for the organisation: clubs, people, gymnasts and
corporate; the gymnasts pillar covers the gymnastics pathway and
includes the advancement of a performance system in Scotland.
This document sets out how Scottish Gymnastics will support gymnasts
across the pathway and continue to develop gymnasts who have the
potential to progress to GB programmes. The 12-year strategy can be
split into three cycles as follows:
• Cycle 1 (2015 - 2019) – Design and implement a performance system
which provides a world-class environment centred around the
coaches and the gymnasts and embeds greater pathway support
across our disciplines.
• Cycle 2 (2019 – 2023) – Embed the system which is led by
expertise and nurtures talent.
• Cycle 3 (2023 - 2027) – Talent pool is world-class and sustainable.
In creating this four-year performance plan, a significant review and
consultation process with key partners, coaches, athletes and staff in the
system was completed to review the 2015-2019 progress and to develop
the priorities and areas of focus for 2019-2023 linked to our wider 12-year
strategic aims.
Figure.1 demonstrates the key partners who were consulted during the
development of the 2019-2023 plan in 2018/19.
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Figure.1: Consultation pathway – developing the plan

CWG review (external)

May 2018

SG Performance Review
Part 1 (survey to current
performance supported
disciplines)

August 2018

Technical Advisors
consultation on 4-year
strategy

Club / coaches
consultation on 4-year
strategy

February 2019

February 2019

2019-2023 Performance
Strategy (final draft)
circulated for comment
(Board/SMT
stakeholders)

CWG review & report
(internal)

SG Performance Review
Part 2 (1:1’s – Ally Whike)

November 2018

Nov – Dec 2018

Board Feedback session

SG Performance team
strategy review (internal)

Performance review

January 2019

November 2018

2019 – 2023 Performance
Strategy launched

31 March 2019

The main recommendations of the review process have shaped the 2019 – 2023
plan and associated objectives and approach.
This performance plan is a core reference point for Scottish Gymnastics in relation
to our performance and pathway activities and progress, and must continue to
impact positively and be reviewed on a bi-annual basis to account for any
changing circumstances for Scottish Gymnastics or other key stakeholders i.e.
sportscotland, British Gymnastics.
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2.2 Staffing infrastructure
The performance department is led by the Head of Performance & Education who
reports directly to the CEO and is supported by a team of performance expertise
who bring with them a variety of gymnastics and/or performance experience to
add value to our developing system; they will also work closely with our discipline
specific Technical Panels to evolve our programmes and activities. Our
programmes are led by world-class technical experts and supported by experts in
the field of sports science and sports medicine (SSSM).

Strategic
direction &
management
Performance
operations
management

Technical
expertise and
delivery

Head of
Performance &
Education
Performance
Coach
Development
Manager

SG-invested
coaching
positions

Performance
Manager
(Olympic)

National Technical
Advisors
(MA/WA/TRA)

Performance
Manager

Development
Manager

(non-Olympic)

(0.6 FTE)

National Technical
Advisors
(ACRO/TG/TUM/
TMT)

SSSM contractors
(physio/S&C/
nutrition/female
health)
Operational
administration

Team
Administrators
x2
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3.0 Strategic Approach 2019-2023
3.1

Vision (from 12-year Strategy)

"Expand the talent pool and develop Scottish gymnasts to British & world highperformance levels’’
3.2 Mission

‘’Create a sustainable talent pathway to prepare, support and challenge
gymnasts and coaches on the journey to world-class performance’’
World class is being the best YOU can be by continually adapting, developing
and evolving. The system must be appropriately resourced and have a workforce
- coaches, athletes and staff - that is:
1 Aspirational (evolve, flourish, growth)
2 Resilient (adaptable, resourceful and welcomes challenges)
3 Hard-working (high-standards, professional, train with purpose)
3.3 Objectives and high-performance drivers
• Leadership and culture: world-class regional and national pathways
embedded
• Performance training environments: suitably resourced performance
training environments which meets the needs of each of our disciplines (at
national and club level) established
• Athletes: increased quality and quantity of gymnasts competing on the
elite pathway; working towards a proportionate number of gymnasts
on/above the GB performance trajectory
• Competition: A quality and progressive event programme developing key
behaviours in athletes and coaches
• Coaching: world-class support and experiences provided to a network of
coaches throughout the pathway aligned with our performance activity
3.4 Strategies & Tactics
The six identified strategies and enabling tactics reflect the priorities that were
derived from the performance review of the last cycle by the performance team,
athletes, coaches in our system and key stakeholders (British Gymnastics/
sportscotland). The strategies and tactics aim to address areas which we need
to develop in order to progress and the continuation of key areas of strength.
These strategies will guide the key work areas, deliverables and measures on an
annual basis in order to optimise the development of our Olympic and nonOlympic discipline athletes and coaches on the performance pathway, to best
prepare them for long-term success.
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Strategy. 1: Establish world-class performance gymnastics environments
across the country (clubs/Scottish Gymnastics programmes)
Creating the right environment starts with the people; the values they lead and
uphold will determine the culture, along with the technical expertise and
competence they bring.
An elite training environment has world-class coaches (elite and pre-elite), a no
compromise focus on excellence with holistic preparation and access to proactive
performance support services; athlete wellbeing and education; innovative
performance technology; dedicated, high quality competition opportunities; and
priority access to apparatus and floor space.
The key aim of the Daily Athlete Training Environment (DATE) strategy is to
provide the best possible daily training environment in clubs within available
resources to maximise training outcomes and thus ultimately maximising current
and future performance success. By prioritising this strategy, we will together
provide a long-term and sustainable infrastructure for future generations of
potential gymnasts. Club and national environments will be aspirational with a
focus on quality and excellence which are challenging with a rewarding culture.

Strategy 1

Timeline







Support aspiring performance clubs to
develop strong club governance, a
positive culture and motivational climate







Establish and implement a DATE
framework to support aspirational
performance clubs across the disciplines
to develop performance training
environments across the country



Identify opportunities to work with clubs
and national initiatives / facilities to
embed innovative performance
technology, where appropriate







Plan for SG national facility developed
and progressed









2019-2023



2023-2024



2020-2022
(NPP/ PPP)
2023 onwards
(talent pipeline)





Work with aspiring performance clubs to
ensure dedicated and priority access to
apparatus / floor space for performance
and developing performance athletes

Coaching

SG core values and performance
philosophy is shaped by and shared
amongst SG clubs / coaches / athletes
ensuring alignment from club to national
level

Competition

Performance training
environments

Athletes

Tactics

Leadership & Culture

Establish world-class
performance gymnastics
environments across the
country
(clubs/Scottish
Gymnastics
programmes)

Objectives and drivers



2020 onwards

2019-2023
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2019-2023

Strategy. 2: Develop a network of world-class clubs and coaches nurturing
talent
Clubs are the life blood of gymnastics. For Scottish Gymnastics to achieve our
performance aspirations, we recognise it is imperative to collaborate and actively
engage with clubs that are delivering and/or aspiring to develop performance and
pathway athletes. Scottish Gymnastics need to work with these clubs to optimise
talent development and progression through to high performance.
We must ensure our key performing clubs and coaches are supported so they
can consistently provide the facilities, environment, challenge culture, and
coaching that ensures athlete development to the highest level.

Strategy 2

Objectives and drivers



Facilitate local and national opportunities
for clubs to work together to develop
and support talent development







Discipline specific programmes will be
developed in line with the talent pathway
needs of the discipline and will be
supported and led by world class
expertise







SG performance philosophy will be
embedded across the performance
system through regular communications





Develop and implement a retention
strategy in order to safeguard the talent
pipeline of athletes, coaches and judges





Establish reward and recognition for
clubs / coaches supporting the delivery
of the SG Performance Plan 2019-2023
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Coaching

Identify a network of coaches across the
disciplines, and provide support in their
development towards talent pathway &
high-performance aspirations

Competition

Athletes

Performance
training
environments

Develop a network of
world-class clubs and
coaches nurturing talent

Leadership &
Culture

Tactics

Timeline



2019-2023





2019-2023





2019-2023

2019-2023







2019-2023



2021-2023

Strategy. 3: World-class gymnastics pathway across all disciplines
Scottish Gymnastics will implement and evolve discipline specific performance
and pathway programmes to ensure a smoother transition between stages and
progression through the pathway. Our activities follow an athlete-centred,
coach-led approach and designed to develop performance behaviours and
increase understanding of performance culture. A focus will be placed on quality
assurance of gymnast’s technical development, physical competence and work
to improve athlete retention at the lower stages of the pathway.

Strategy 3

Objectives & drivers

Timeline
Coaching

Competition

World-class gymnastics
pathways across all
disciplines



Athletes

Establish a ‘Brilliant basics’ model for
each discipline developing technical,
physical & psychological competence
early in the gymnastics pathway

Performance
training
environments

Leadership &
Culture

Tactics





2019-2021



2019-2023

Establish & develop strong and
inspirational leadership at club and SG

programme level to allow quality time on
task





Establish age & stage appropriate
pathway programmes / activities /

competition opportunities based on need
vs. desire vs. readiness









2019-2023

Manufacture experiences and exposure
to different environments / coaching
methodology (coaches & gymnasts)











2019-2023

Athlete transitions will be managed with
care – induction / graduation through
programmes / exit



2019-2023



SG activities & programme staff /
coaches reflect our core values and share
our performance philosophy

demonstrating authentic and
transformational leadership
Talent transfer across disciplines
supported and promoted

2019 onwards



Talent principles embedded across all SG

programmes

2021-2023
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2019 onwards

Strategy. 4: Sports science and sports medicine (SSSM) integration
SSSM integration at both national and club level will permit gymnasts to
undertake the training necessary to hit the strategic targets, reduce the
frequency, severity and duration of injury and illness helping athletes recover
from setbacks and help coaches to extend the physical capabilities of the
gymnasts. Moving forward, Scottish Gymnastics will work to increase the sports
science and sports medicine services provision, including support received by
sportscotland Institute of Sport, and work with our club networks to ensure
appropriate services are in place to support athletes in our performance
pathway.
We will work towards embedding a collaborative approach for SSSM between
Scottish Gymnastics and clubs, providing gymnasts with a bespoke and wellresearched blend of support services, both technical and physical, alongside the
creation of optimum conditions and culture.

Strategy 4

Objectives & drivers

Investigate and invest in performance
analysis & technology integration in key
performance environments



SSSM integration will be tailored for each
discipline’s requirements and operate in a

collaborative approach with technical
experts and personal coaches



Individual athlete profiling for pipeline
athletes completed and used for
monitoring purposes (NPP/PPP)







Coaching



Competition

SSSM integrated across our programmes
and pipeline clubs to increase
understanding and utilisation of ‘ologies’ 
alongside technical training
(prehabilitation focus)

Athletes

Performance training
environments

Sports Science & Sports
Medicine (SSSM)
integration

Leadership & Culture

Tactics

Timeline



2019-2023



2020-2023



2019-2023

2019-2023



SSSM Age & stage appropriate
interventions & education through SG
activities and club level (performance
education curriculum)









2019-2023

Upskill coaches in SSSM to enhance their
understanding individual athlete / group
needs and therefore direct better
support & adapt practice accordingly









2019-2023
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Strategy 5: World-class and authentic leadership developing a positive
culture throughout the sport
Scottish Gymnastics wants to develop a collective leadership approach across the
organisation and our club network where everyone is valued, has a voice and takes
responsibility for success.
We will develop leaders who will inspire, motivate and support/shape the next
generation of leaders with integrity and respect. Our leaders will clearly articulate
the shared goal, vision and values, providing clarity and stability through a
shared way of working, while being innovative and displaying encouraging and
aspirational behaviours. This creates an authentic culture of self-development
and improvement with consistent performance and growth at every level, to
maximise the talent potential of gymnasts.

Strategy 5

Objectives & drivers

Timeline

SG core values and performance
philosophy embedded throughout the
performance system (clubs / coaches /
athletes)





Authentic leadership and positive
culture at every level / stage of the
pathway





Coaching



Competition

Improve our communication loop
across personal coaches and key
stakeholders

Athletes

World-class & authentic
leadership developing a
positive culture
throughout the sport

Performance
training
environments
Leadership &
Culture

Tactics

2019-2023





2019-2023



2019 onwards

Breed future leaders, developing
initiatives to provide bespoke 1:1
support to key coaches / scientists in
the system

2019-2023



SG member clubs will have strong and
effective club governance within the
performance system

2019 onwards



Gymnast club transitions promoted – in
line with individual development needs



Club infrastructures reflect the growing
performance ambitions of the club



2020-2023






2019 onwards
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Strategy. 6: World-class performance coaching programmes enabling
Scottish success at world and international level
To be the best, we must recruit, invest in, and retain, as a priority, in coaches to
become world-class at both elite and pre-elite levels, who are aligned to and
share the vision and values of Scottish Gymnastics; an individualised approach
will be taken to assess coach needs in education, support and development
needs. World-class coaches demand world-class environments and are resource
intensive with challenges, to afford and re-locate. Not only must we invest in
world-class coaches but we must invest in the next generation of coaches and
encourage and support former athletes to transition to coaching roles.

Strategy 6

Objectives & drivers

World-class
performance coaching
programmes enabling
Scottish success at
World & International
level

Coaching

Provide follow-on support for coaches
which we have invested in through
programmes / coaching

Competition

Athletes

Performance training
environments

Leadership & Culture

Tactics

Timeline

Target
date



2019 onwards



2019



2019-2020

Utilise and expose Scottish Coaches to
World Class education internationally in
line with their needs and aspirations



2021-2022

In partnership with BG, improve the
quality of our formal education offering
(L3+) through tutor recruitment /
ongoing development, appropriate
programming and mentoring support



2020 onwards

Establish a tiered system of support for
current / aspiring performance coaches
providing formal, informal and nonformal learning and development
opportunities (see appendix.2)
Identify, develop & deploy coaches into
performance environments to support
pathway development across MAG /
WAG
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4.0 Our purpose and Scottish Gymnastics Performance Philosophy
Scottish Gymnastics’ philosophy follows an athlete-centred, coach-led,
performance-driven approach to performance development whereby there is focus
and commitment to the longer-term aspiration of world-class performance from
athletes, coaches and performance staff.
Scottish Gymnastics will continually identify, develop, recruit and retain gymnasts
(and coaches) across our disciplines who have performance potential within both a
Scottish and British context. In order to achieve this, we will recruit and develop the
best talent development expertise across technical coaching, physical preparation
and sports science and medicine to support our performance initiatives. In addition,
expectations and performance standards for coaches and gymnasts across the
pathway will be clear.

5.0 Performance Culture and Core Values
Throughout the consultation process to build the 2019-2023 performance plan,
Scottish Gymnastics was looking to create a set of core values which were created
and shaped by all those involved in our performance activities, i.e. coaches,
athletes, technical advisors, performance staff. Every individual in the eco-system of
Scottish Gymnastics’ performance programme needs to exhibit the right
behaviours and attitudes and therefore everyone is then accountable to these.
Scottish Gymnastics aims to develop world-class training environments with the
ultimate goal of developing gymnasts with potential for international success. We
aim to create a positive and motivational environment, where gymnast decisionmaking and empowerment is encouraged. We aspire to gymnasts at every stage of
the performance pathway engaging and training in a supportive setting, aligned to
one unified vision and collective set of core performance values, where each
gymnast will also have a clear individualised development plan for improvement.
We believe gymnasts also need to develop into well-rounded people for long-term
success both within and out with gymnastics. Scottish Gymnastics aims to support
gymnasts in our performance activity through their gymnastics, personal and
education career.
The following are Scottish Gymnastics’ core values for all our performance and
pathway activities which were shaped and developed by gymnasts and coaches
within the existing Scottish Gymnastics performance system:
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VALUE

WHAT THIS MEANS TO US

CHALLENGE

SYNERGY

PASSION

Challenge each other to be better every day
Raise the bar - Continuous improvement
A commitment to hard work
Getting the work done (work rate & intensity)
Self-discipline
Persistence in reaching our goals
Trust in the process, the system & the plan

“When life gets harder, challenge yourself to get stronger”
“The future is not in the hands of fate, but in ours’
“If it doesn’t challenge you, it doesn’t change you”
“Don’t try to limit your challenges, but always challenge
your limits”
“There is no challenge more challenging than to challenge
to improve yourself”
Support each other – one team - teamwork
We are a gymnastics family
Challenge and support – teamwork
Athlete centred approach

“Synergy is better than my way, or your way. It’s our way”
“Talent wins Games, but teamwork and intelligence wins
championships”
“The strength of the team is each individual member. The
strength of each member is the team”
Serious Fun
Passion & energy for the sport
Hungry healthy happy athletes – happy athletes make
better athletes
Be humble in success
Belief in ourselves & our abilities to reach higher
Think BIG – Aspire

“Use your strength, your passion and your determination to
reach every single one of your goals”
“Each new day is a new opportunity to improve yourself.
Take it. And make the most of it”

INTEGRITY

A strong Scottish Gymnastics
Honesty & trust
Transparency
Respect
Consistent in approach and message

“Listen with curiosity…speak with honesty…act with
integrity”
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6.0 Performance and Technical System
Developing high performance athletes requires Scottish Gymnastics to implement a
system which supports and develops the key influencers in the athlete’s life, provides
meaningful and age/stage appropriate experiences, and puts in place processes and
structures to allow smooth transitions and progression through the performance
pathway.

6.1
Building platforms to performance – Scottish Gymnastics Performance
system
The pathway activity highlighted in the below diagram has been designed
specifically for each of the competitive disciplines in line with the needs and
performance potential of the discipline. Our approach is to establish a sustainable
system focussing on quality and gradual preparation to ensure coaches and
gymnasts can be retained through to senior international level.
For each discipline specific pathway, please see Appendix. 1.
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National Performance Programme (NPP)
The NPP supports coaches and gymnasts progressing on the talent pathway
providing the next platform of support in technical development with input and
learning from performance support services.

Performance Pathway Programme (PPP)
The performance pathway programme specifically focuses on influencing the
beginning of the talent pathway and provides opportunities for coaches and
young gymnasts to gain technical development and educational support.

Regional Pathway
Regional training and regionally deployed development coaches delivering
mentoring and leading training sessions specific to the needs of their geographical
areas; focussing on early gymnast development and establishing brilliant basics.

Coach Development
A programme to support the development of current/aspirational performances
coaches, with enhanced coach mentoring and exposure to performance
environments.

Clinics
A mix of development opportunities for coaches and gymnasts that are bespoke
to each discipline: annual symposiums, development camps, summer camps &
clinics.
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6.2 National and international competition pathway
There are a number of events across our disciplines whereby Scottish
gymnasts who meet our eligibility criteria (which are on our website) can be
selected to represent Scotland. The categories of events are highlighted
below:
a) Commonwealth Games – 2022 Commonwealth Games (Birmingham,
England)
The selection policy for 2022 Commonwealth Games will be launched in
due course and agreed between Scottish Gymnastics and Commonwealth
Games Scotland. Planning for 2022 Commonwealth Games has begun
within Scottish Gymnastics and will be shaped and developed with our
performance & technical expertise in the sport to ensure gymnast and
coaches in the system understand the process, plan and what will be
expected in 2022.
b) International representative competitions
There are a number of competitions across disciplines which
gymnasts/team(s) may represent Scotland internationally i.e. Northern
Europeans, GymSport International, Loulé Cup etc. These events will have
a defined selection process specific to each event and follow Scottish
Gymnastics’ generic selection policy. These events will also be clear on
what level of the athlete pathway it is supporting and the expected
outcomes of each event.
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7.0 Key Performance Indicators
In order to keep Scottish Gymnastics on track to delivering not only the objectives
outlined in the 2019-2023 Performance Plan, but also the 12-year strategic plan, the
following key performance indicators have been agreed both with Scottish
Gymnastics board of directors and sportscotland;
Performance
• One or more athletes selected/progressing through podium/podium potential
supported through Scottish Gymnastics performance activity*
• 2+ medals at Birmingham 2022*
• Track development of Scottish gymnasts against world trends and British
levels across all performance disciplines
• Track performance of all clubs which Scottish Gymnastics invest in/support
through NPP/coach development initiatives (i.e. RPCs PGDip etc.)
Performance development - developing emerging talent to British level
• 25% increase the number of gymnasts competing on the elite pathway across
all disciplines*
• 15% increase in number of gymnasts qualifying for British Championships
across the disciplines*
• 10% increase in the number of Scottish gymnasts across all disciplines selected
for GB programmes and representative events internationally*
* sportscotland investment targets
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8.0 Measuring Success, Monitor and Review

Scottish Gymnastics will measure its success
against the stated key performance indicators
outlined in sections 7.0.
Scottish Gymnastics will establish processes
with the outlined sub-groups (see section 2.4) to
monitor and review the progress of the 20192023 Performance Plan and set annual
operational plans and initiatives/projects as
linked to the discipline specific requirements.
Scottish Gymnastics performance department
will proactively engage with each of the subgroups to review and discuss progress against
the above key performance indicators which will
help shape the annual operational plan priorities.
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Appendix. 1 – Discipline Specific Pathway

Men’s Artistic Pathway 2019 - 2023
BG Senior
Squad

National
Performance
Programme

Performance
Pathway
Programme

Regional
Pathway

National Performance Programme (NPP)
Youth/ Junior / Senior

Performance Pathway Programme (PPP)
NEG / CDG

Regional
Development
EAST

Clinics

Club Activity
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Regional
Development
WEST

Aged 14+ years working
Rep events: Northern
Euros, bespoke
programme for AA
+80.000
Aged 8-14 years working
mainly in Elite Grades
Pathway or Club
Development
Grades/Voluntary Routines
R
E
H
N i
To be introduced in 2019
Regional Training led on a
weekly basis by West &
East Regional Pathway
Coach to support club
training
Clinics and workshops to
support coaches in their
development

BG Junior
Squad
BG
Development
Squad
BG Foundation
Squad

Women’s Artistic Pathway 2019 - 2023
BG Senior
Squad

National
Performance
Programme

Performance
Pathway
Programme

Regional
Pathway

National Performance Programme
(NPP)
Espoir (Comp 1 & 2) / Junior / Senior

Gymnasts 11+ years old.
4-5 residential camps per
year with additional club
visits
Integrated support from
Physical Preparation &

Performance Pathway Programme
(PPP)

To be introduced in 2019

Performance Development
Performance Foundations

Clinics

Club Activity
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To be introduced in 2019

Clinics and workshops to
support coaches in their
development

BG Junior
Squad
BG Home
Nations
Squad

Trampoline Pathway 2019 - 2023
BG Senior
Squad
BG Junior
Squad
National
Performance
Programme

Performance
Pathway
Programme

National Performance Programme (NPP)
FIG 13-14 / FIG Junior

Performance Pathway Programme (PPP)
FIG 9-10 / 11-12 / 13-14 / Development
NDP 5 / NDP 6

Club Activity
Clinics
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To be introduced in 2020
International Events: Loulé
Cup
Gymnasts aged 9-14 years
old.
4 camps led by Technical
Lead Gary Short
International events: Loulé
C

To be introduced in 20192020
Clinics and workshops to
support club development
on brilliant basics and
physical preparation

BG
Developmen
t Squad
BG
Foundation
Squad

Rhythmic Gymnastics Pathway 2019 - 2023

BG Junior /
Senior
Performance
Pathway
Programme

Coach
Developm
ent
Programm
e

Performance Pathway Programme (PPP)
Espoir & Pre-Espoir

Coach Development Programme

Clinics

Club Activity
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To be introduced in 2020
Espoir aged programme
for coaches & gymnasts
2-3 weekend clinics per
year with link to BG Camp
To be introduced in 2019
Coach Development
programme for selected
coaches to attend British
camps /RHG Coaching
Academy
Annual symposium and
Coach development
clinics

Espoir Squads

Aspire Squads

Tumbling Pathway 2019 - 2023
BG Senior
Squad
BG Junior
Squad
National
Performance
Programme

Performance
Pathway
Programme

National Performance Programme (NPP)
FIG 13 years +

To be introduced in 2020
Scottish selection –
international events

Performance Pathway Programme (PPP)
NDP U13 / FIG Dev 9-10 & 11-12
FIG 9-10 & 11-12

Scottish selection –
international events

Club Activity

Development camps
Developing activity
Technical symposium

Clinics
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BG Foundation
Zonal Squad

TeamGym Pathway 2019 - 2023
Selected for
BG Europeans
Team
BG Squad
National
Performance
Programme

Performance
Pathway
Programme

National Performance Programme (NPP)
Youth, Junior & Senior

Scottish selection –
international camps and
events

Performance Pathway Programme (PPP)
Youth, Junior & Senior

Scottish selection –
international camps and
events

Club Activity

Development camps
Developing activity
Technical symposium

Clinics
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Scottish
Region Zonal
Squads (BG)

DMT Pathway 2019 - 2023
BG Senior
Squad

National
Performance
Programme

National Performance Programme (NPP)
FIG (all ages)

Scottish selection –
international events

Performance
Pathway
Programme

Performance Pathway Programme (PPP)
NDP 4-6 (aged 9 – 16 yrs)

Ages 9-16 years

Club Activity

Development camps
Developing activity
Coach development
t iti

Clinics
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BG Junior
Squad

Acrobatics Pathway 2019 - 2023
BG Senior
Squad
BG Junior
Squad
National
Performance
Programme

Performance
Pathway
Programme

Coach
Development

National Performance Programme (NPP)
FIG 11-16 / 12-18 / FIG 13-19 / FIG Senior

Performance Pathway Programme (PPP)
FIG 11-16 / 12-18

Performance Coach Development
Programme

Clinics

Club Activity
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Scottish selection –
international events

Scottish selection –
international events

Bespoke coach
development programme

Development camps,
developing activity

BG 11-16yrs
Squad
GB
International
selection

Appendix.2 – Performance coach development support system 2019-2023
Developing excellence throughout the coaching system

Educate
Develop
Support
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• PODIUM
4 - 6yrs to medal success
• PODIUM POTENTIAL
5 - 8yrs to medal success
• PROGRESSION
8yrs+ to medal success
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Caledonia House
1 Redheughs Rigg
Edinburgh EH12 9DQ

T: 0131 271 9750
E: performance @scottishgymnastics.org
scottishgymnastics.org

Registered in Scotland | company number SC177815
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